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The following sections 
give you information on 
uniform.



English uniform

The English uniform had pockets, backpacks and a 
heavy wool like materil to wear  that when wet would 
not dry that quickly. There were two types of headwear. 
The tin helmet was used by the soldiers charging. The 
second was the officers. 



German uniform

. Their uniform was a lot like ours. The 
German uniform was grey and it had 
a distinctive spike on the top of the 
helmet. They decided to change the 
spike and make the helmet round as 
you can see in the right photo. The 
man with a moustache is the      
Kaiser ,the German leader. The other 
man is a German officer. If you look 
at his shirt and were it splits you will 
see a sort of cross. This is the German 
Iron Cross. This was awarded for good 
service.



The following section is 
about Artillery.



Artillery

As you can see in this photo 3 soldiers 
are hiding in the underbrush of No 
Mans Land. They poses a turret which 
they have planted in a crater 
presumably made by a German 
shell. The guns on both sides were 
usually rifles 



The following section is 
about War at Sea.



War At Sea!! 

The German submarines sunk the 
English supply ships intending to starve 
us. However England found a way! We 
created rationing. The Germans tried 
and tried but their  efforts were in vein. 
There was only one major battle at sea. 
It was called the Battle of Jutland which 
occurred off the coast of Demark, in the 
North sea in 1916. This battle was 
pointless as it did not achieve anything. 
The fighting mainly took place under 
water , as German U-boats waged war 
against enemy trade ships. This was to 
destroy any supply ships set for Britain, in 
an attempt to push us out of the war. 



HMS Dreadnought…

The launch of Great Britain’s  HMS 
Dreadnought battleship 
outperformed every ship in 1906. This 
lead to Germany, Britain and other 
countries engage in a major naval 
building programme. However, WW1 
was mainly on land and both sides 
avoided war at sea. 



Now is a Quiz…

Good Luck!



Quiz

1. What were the German 
submarines know as?  

2. What was the English warship 
called?

3. What was the only battle at sea 
called?

4. What did  the original German 
helmet look like ?



Quiz            Answers

1. What were the German 
submarines know as?  

2. What was the English warship 
called?

3. What was the only battle at sea 
called?

4. What did  the original German 
helmet look like ?

1. They were know as U-boats

2. It was called HMS Dreadnought

3. Battle of Jutland 

4. It had a spike on top
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